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PROV ISI ONAL SPECIFICAT I ON 

I MP'iWVEMENT S IN OR RELA'l'ING TO THE 
THANSMUTATI ON OF CI:IEMICJ'.L ELEMENTS 

I , LEO SZILARD , c/o Cla remont Haynes & Co . of 

Vernon House , Bloomsbury Square , London w.c. 1 a 

Citizen of Germany and Subject of Hungary do hereby 

declare the nature of this invention to be as 

fallows: -

The invent ion relates fD a process and to 

a pparatus adapted for power production , the storage 

of power through the generation of radio- active bodies , 

and the generation of radio-active bodies in general 

by means of the generation of neutrons ( particles 

tS 

which carry no charge and the mass of which~roughly 

equal to the mass of a proton cr a multiple thereof) . 

If I use the name "efficient particles" I mean neutrons 

or other particles (the mass of which is roughly equal 

to the mass of the proton or a multiple thereof) which 

carry no positive charge a nd are efficient either 

because they c an travel a long way through matter witho ut 

being stopoed like neutrons or they have a shorter range 
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but are able t o react with a positive nucleas after 

having been stopped . I shall discuss both the 

generation of efficient particles and also their use 

in chain reactions . 

In accordance with the present invention a chain 

reaction leading to the liberation of neutrons a nd of 

energy is maintained in a body , the geometrical pro-

portions of which are so chosen that a good efficiency 

be. 

1v~· of · the proce~s ~ obtained , through the introduc tion c ,¢J"V 

of an initial radiation , for instance a neutron radi -

ation . 

According to one feature of the invention such 

a neutron radiation is generated through the action of 

X-rays on matter . 

According to another feature of the invention such 

a neutron radiation t s generated through the action of 

fast cathode rays on matter . 

Neutrons are liberated from some elements , for 

instance Beryllium, if they are exposed in an electric 

discharge to the action of electrons . For instance if 

we ex pose them to the a c tion of cathode rays of a 

couple of million volts neutrons are liberated from 
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Beryllium. 

Instead of exposing the substance which I wish to 

transmute to the direct action of the electron I shall 

in some cases expose it to the action of the penetrating 

radiation which is geneMSted if electrons tra vel through 

matter especially through heavy elements like Bi , Pb , 

Hg, Th , U etc . 

In the accompanying drawings Figure 1 shows an 

arrangement suitable for the production of fast electrons . 

1 is the primary of a transforme r , the secondary 2 of 

which is connected to the points 3 and 4. 3 is con-

nected to the cathode 8 of the rectifier tube 5 and 

to the anode 7 of the rectifier tube 6. Point 4 is 

connected to the cathode 9 of the rectifier tube 10 

and to the anode 11 of the rectifier tube 12 . The 

cathodes 13 and 14 are connected to each other ana to 

the earth. The anodes 15 and 16 a r e connected to 

point 17, ana this point is connected to the ole 18 

of the impulse generator 20 , the pole 19 of which is 

connected to earth . The impulse generator 20 is built 

of condensers 21, resistances 22 a nd s park gaps 23 . 
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This impulse generator is ada pted to produ ce inter-

mit tent voltage up to 10 million val ts , transmit ted to 

the discharge tube 24 through the snark gap 25. 26 is 

the cathode of the discharge tube , the anode 27 of 

which is connected t o the earth. The fast electrons 

emerge through the metal window 27 (which ts the anode 

as well) and are hitting a body 28 . 

Figure 2 shows how the radiation emitted by a 

body 28 (in Figure 1) which is exposed to the action of 

fast ele ctrons can act as the initial radiation for a 

chain reaction . In fi gure 2 , ~ is an electrical dis -

charge tube which generates fast electrons. These 

e lectrons enter through the narrow tube 2 into the 

interior of a s pherical layer 3 which is formed by a 

substance in which a chain reaction can be maintained , 

the links of the chain being efficient particles , in 

the presence of an initial radiation emitted by 28 . 

The tube 2 is evacuated and the electrons emerge from 

it through a window (a thin aluminium sheet) 4. The 

s pace 5 in the interior of the s pherical layer 3 can 

be evacuated . If the volta ge of the ca thode rays 

hitting 28 is sufficient to libe rate neutrons from 28 , 
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(for instance if one uses voltages of about or over 

one million volt and uses diplogen or compounds of 

diplogen for instance a di plogen-lithium compound to 

form the body 28) one gets a neutron radiation as 

initial radiation which can maintain a chain reaction 

in the layer 3. It is essential to prevent that 

neutrons should easily escape from the s ~ace 5 through 

the discharge tube 1 and it may therefore be necessary 

to surround the whole discharge tube with a wall, the 

thickness of which may be , if necessary, several meters . 

If this wall is built from a material containing heavy 

elements which have a large cross-section for neutron 

collisions the thickness of the wall may be less than 

for a wall built of light elements. 

If I use instead of a cathode ray tube a tube which 

edects fast diplons or helium ions I can also generate 

an initial radiation of neutrons if I expose to those 

ions a body 28 (in Fi gure 2) which is composed of dip-

logan or Beryllium, and can in certain cases prefer this 

as an alternative solution. 

An essentially different way of introducing the 

initial radiation into the chain reaction chamber is 
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the arrangement shown in Figure 3. 401 is the cathode 

ray tube described in Eigure 1. 402 is a sheet of a 

heavy element for instance Pb, or U in which a pane-

trating radiation (hard X-rays) is generated with good 

efficiency if the electrons have a voltage about or 

over one mi l lion volt. This efficiency increases very 

ra pidly with the voltage, and is much higher than it 

could be expected from the ex perience based on ordinary 

X-ray work. The thickness of the she e t 402 is s uch 

as to enable the gene rated penetra ting radiation t o 

penetrate throu gh this sheet and act on t he transmutation 

chamber 106 (in Figure 4). Nevertheless the sheet can 

be sufficiently thick to utilise more than half of the 

energy of the cathode rays. The X-rays emerging from 

sheet 4o2 penetrate the layer 3 and can liberate effici-

ent particles either from the laye r 3 or from a sub-

stance 407 placed in the interior of the layer 3. The 

heat libe rated in 3 and 407 of Fi gure 4 can be utilised 

as shown in Figure 2, 3 and 407 forming the inte r ior of 

the transmutation chambe r 106. These neutrons can t hen 

maintain a chain reac t ion as discussed further above 

and further below. The advantage of using X-rays as 
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an initial radiation is the f~llowing: the X-rays 

penetrate through a perfectly closed layer 3 into the 

interior of the layer and the refore a leak of neutrons 

from the interior can be avoided. This is s pecially 

important if one has to deal with a neutron chain in 

which no multi plicator action· is invoilived. In such 

cases X-rays may be used with advantage as initial 

radiation es pecially in view of the unexpectedly large 

efficiency of the X-ray ~reduction by means of fast 

electrons acting on heavy elements. 

Figure 2 shows features some of which are needed 

in neutron chains. The layer 3 contains some suitable 

elements to maintain a chain. I refer to Figure 2 of 

my a pplication 19157/34 in which 107, 108, and 109 form 

a tube system through which water or mercury is circulated 

by means of the pump 120. The liquid leaving 109 is 

lead through a boiler 126 in the tube s ystem 123 and 

transmits its heat to the boiler, the steam produced 

being used for power production. Another tube system 

110 is ope r ated by the pumo 121 and is heated by the 

la yer 9 composed of a material which will transmute into 

a · radio-active body under the influence of the radiation 
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emerging from laye r 3. Pump 122 pumps liquid through 

111 along the outer surface of the transmutation area 

and through the boiler 126 through the pipe system 125 . 

If I have a chain reaction with a multiplicating 

action i.e. if the number of efficient particles increases 

along the chain I can reach very high efficiency for 

the production of heat or radio-active bodies . If I 

have a closed s pherical layer of materia l in which the 

chain reaction takes place the inner r adius (I\) of which 

is large as compared with the mean free path (a) of 

the efficient particles which maintain the chain , the 

density (s) of the efficient particle will with good 

a pproximation be given as a function of the radius (r) 

b y the fo l lowing equation: 

D d(rs) I dr +- A(rs) = 0 

D and A are determined by: the mean free oath of the 

efficient particles a; the mean velocity of the efficient 

particles w; the factor of the multiplicating action f 

which says how many collisions of an ef f icient particle 

are needed in the average in order to produce one new 

efficient particle . A • w I af . , D • aw I 3; 
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I am interested in the critical thickness 1 of 

the s pherical layer for which the gradient of the den-

sity s vanishes. If the thickness (r2 - r 1 ) aoo roaches 

1 I can maintain with a ve ry weak source of inttial 

radiation in the interior of the inner surface of the 

s pherical layer a very strong chain reaction and I can 

easily get one thousand or more times more efficient 

particles eme r ging from the chain reaction layer than 

the number of the efficient particles forming the initial 

radiation. If the outer surface (r = r 2 ) of the 

spherical layer were to stand free in soace the density 

s would be zero for that surfa ce and the critical value 

1 ~ would be given by 1 0 : 7f I 2. (n I A. 
7 

If the 

outer surface is covered wy some material, for instance 

if the transmutation layer is immersed into the earth or 

into water or cove red by some chea o heavy material for 

instance l e ad, the critical value lb is smaller. 

Accordingly one can economise if an ex oensive material 

is used to maintain the chain reaction in the layer by 

covering that layer and reducing its thickness. 

It is impo~tant to orevent ef f icient particles from 

esca ping out of the interior of the inne r sur€ace of the 
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spherical layer and also from being absorbed in the 

~ 

interior. If the initial radiation is generated by 

a oparatus placed into the interior of the sphere the 

material used should be so selected as to lead to a 

minimum of absorption. If the thickness is larger than 
the critical value 10 I can produce an explosion. 

The differential equation which I have given for 

s ceases to be a good a pproximation if f is small for 

instance one or two but gives a fairly good approximation 

i.f f is large for instance one or two hundreds. 

Some features of described orocesses are: 

1. Production, of heat or power or production of radio-

ac tive bodies by causing transmutation through exposing 

elements or mixtures of elements to an electric discharge 

especially fast cathode rays. The exposure of an ele-

ment that will y.Bld when bombarded by electrons efficient 

particles es pecially neutrons; beryllium being an 

example. 

2. Transmute tion as under 1 caused by the oene tra ting 

radiation generated by the action of fast electrons on 

heavy elements like Pb or U (X-rays) 

3. The maintainance of a chain reaction in a closed 

for instance spherical la ye r, the initial radiation 
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being genera ted according to 1 or 2 in such a way in 

the interior of the spherical layer or within the 

spherical layer itself that efficient particles should 

not be able to escape through an opening from within 

the interior space surrounded by the chain reaction 

layer . 

4. The chain reaction lay r being surrounded by a 

large bulk of material which is cheaoer than the chain 

reaction material . The surrounding material being 

a heavy element like lead or a light element which does 

not absorb neutrons and which coes not convert them into 

positive narticles . 

5. The maintainance of chain reactions in a layer 

forming a closed body for instance a sphere , the thick-

ness of thelayer being slightly less than the critical 

thickness. 

DATED this 4th day of July 1934 

Vernon House . Sicilian Avenue. 
Bloomsbury Square , London,W. C. l 

Apnlicant•s Solicitors . 
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PATENTS AlfD DESIGNS ACTS, 1907 to 1932. 

COMPLETE SPECIFIC ~ION 

Improvements in or Relating to the 

Transmutation of dhemioal Elements . 

I LKO S ?ILARD, a citizen of Ger any, a subject ot 

Hungary, c/o Claremont Haynes & Co. , of Vernon House, 

Bloomsbury Square, London, W. C. l . do hereby declare t he 

nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to 

be performed, to be particularly described and ascertain d 

in and by the following statement •-

The invention concerns methods end apparatus for the 

production of nuclear transmutations leading to the 

generation of radio-active bodies, to the liberation of 

nuclear energy and the utilisation of the liberated energy. 
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Aeeor4ing to this invention, neutrons or a higher 

number (I have reason to believe that such 

which carry no charge and have a mass 

multiple of the proton mass, exist) erated in a chain 

reaction in which neutron 
take part 

maso number/ and energy 

or radio- ctive bodie generated either in the 

process ot the it elf or by the radiations 

There are sever 1 radiations arising out of chain reaction 

which may generate radio-active bodie , for instance, radiation 

consisting of neutx•ono of maaa number 1; radiation con iating 

ot neutron or as number higher than 1 (multiple neutron ) 

and gamma radiation. I wish to ke it clear that methods 

and apparatus tor the generation or radio-active bodies by 

eans of neutrons ot mass number 1, without chain reactions, in 

itself is not claimed, and does not tor part of the oubject 

matter of this specification. ~e~

~eatiou and is claimed in my ~~~~*9B-~~~~~-P~~t 

Lf4. o, 0.:2..~ 
No.. 78q.0/1934. 

In the chain reactions to be described below , energy is 

liberated in the torm ot heat and can be utilized tor power 

production by king use of the heat lib rated in the chain 

reaction. Through the generation of radio-active bodies 

energy is being stor ed and gradually liberated in the tor SL /, 0 

radiations wh · ch can easily be transformed into heat, which~ 

can be utilised for power production. Further ore, the 

energy stored 1n the form of radio-active bodies can also be 

more directly utilised for the generation ot electricity since 

radio-active bodies emit electrically charged particles and 

thereby may directly generate electrical en rgy. 

In the following I shall · eal with ethods and apparatus 

tor the production ot energy and the generation ot radio-active 
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bodies by means ot chain reactions. In order to maintain 

such a chain· an initial radiation or neutrons maybe generated, 

tor i stance by one or the 9ethods described in my Specit1ee
.f~ ~ lf- 17-0,0~b 

:tieD aadAptfnCuttcn tor letters Patent Uo. 784.0/1 9"14.· It the 

neutrons enter a space which has the proper shape and size and 

ie tilled with the proper oo bination or elements the energy 

or the number of the neutrons, or both, can be greatly 

increased through their interaction with the substance which 

tills the chain reaction space. The interaction or a neutron 

with matter can lead to the liberation of a multiple neutron -

this ultiple neutron liberates in its turn one or more 

neutrons of mass number 1 hich in their turn liberate again 

multiple neutrons . In this way we oa maintain a chain re-

action in which a large number ot neutrons and multiple 

neutrons are liberated, the total number being determined by 

the geo etry or the arrange ent. 

Figs . 1 and 2 show such a chain reaction apparatus . A 

neutron radiation, the initial radiation, is generated by the 

high voltage canal ray tube 1, Fig 1. This tube generates 

fast deuterons which strike the target 28 which contains 

deuterium. The neutron radiation emerging trom 28 acts on 

the matter 3 which fills the spherical transmutation apace . 

The composition of this matter 3 will be discussed further 

below and is euch that a chain reaction is released by the 

neutrons. The pumps 120, 121, and 122, Fig 2 pump a liquid 

tor instance water or m rcury through the pipe systems 107, 

110 , 111. Figs 1 and 2 thereby cooli g the tr nsmutation area 

3, Fig l, a d driving the heated liquid through the boiler 

126 Fig 2. The boiler may supply steam to a power plant . 

The neutrons emerging tro the sphere 3 act on a layer 9, Fig. 

1 which is composed or an element that will transmute into a 

radio-active body. 
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An essentially different way or introducina the initial 

radiation into th chain re&ction chamber is the arrangement 

shown in is 3 . 1 is the cathoue ray tube 402 is a sheet or 
cv 

heavy element for instance Pb, or U in which.-<ptmetrnting 

radiation(hard X-ray~) is generated with goOd etricienay it 

the electrons have a voltage of over one million volta. This 

efficiency increases very rapidly with the voltage, and is 

much high r than could be expected from the experience based 

on ordinary X- ray work. ~he thickness of the sheet 402 1s 

such ~·s to enabl the generated penet1•ating radiation to 

penetrate through this sheet and act on the transmutation 

chamber consisting of the layers 407 and 3 {for the cooling of 

this chamber and the utilisation or the heat generated in it 

I refer to Fig. 2, 106 in Fig 3 is to be identified with 

106 in Fig. 2.) Neverthele s the sheet can be autficiently 

thick to utilize more than half the energy ot the cathode rays . 

The X-rays emerging from sheet 402 penetrate the layer 3 and can 

liberate neutrons eith r from the layer 3 or f'rom a substance 

407 placed in the interior of the l ayer 3. For instance, if 

beryllium is present in 407 or in 3, neutrons will be liberated 

by X-rays. These neutrons can then maintain a chain reaction 

as discussed fUrther above and fUrther below. The adnntage 

of using X-rays as an initial radiation is the following. The 

X-raye penetrate through a perfectly closed layer 3 into the 

interior ot the la~er and theref'ore a leak of neutrons f'rom 

the interior can be avoided . 

I shall demonstrate in the following the importance of 

the shape and th size of the transmutation space . I assume 

that the chain reaction takes place in a closed spherical layer 

of material the inner radius {r.) or which is large compared 

with the mean f'ree path (a) of the neutrons {or other particles 

which are involved in aintaining the chain • In the simplest 
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esse the density (a) of t!ie neutrons will with good approxi a

tion be given as a function of the radius (r) by the :following 

equation: 

D. d(rs)/dr + A. (rs) = 0 

D and A are determined by: the mean tree path (a) of the 

neutrons; the mean velocity or the neutrons w; the factor ot 

the multiplioating action t which says how many collisions 

of a neutron are needed in the average in order to produce one 

new neutron . • 
. r;-:- a., Vl'Vf' 

D :: aw/ 3 I v ~ ~ r ] I - - -

ia :fhe critical thickness of the 

A = w/at ; 

J.,.. 8Jl interested 

spherical layer for which the gradient ot the density sA 
~o. ~ .o¥-A:lv. ~ ~ OIA~ ~./A. tUt.O~ . 

vanishes for tfle internal radius ( rr k If the thickness ot 

the spherical layer (r2 - r1) (r2 and r1 are the external and 

internal radii respectively) approaches a certain critical 

thickness L one can a1ntain with a very weak source of initial 

radiation in the interior of the inner surface of the 

spherical layer a very strong chain reaction and one oan easily 

get one thousand or more times more neutrons emergi ng from the 

dhain reaction layer than the number or the neutrons rorming 

the initial radiation. If the outer surface (r = r 2 ) of the 

spherical layer were to stand free in apace the density e would 

be zero for that aurtaoe and the critical value L would be 

g1 ven by L = 7!/.:t ~ If the outer surface 1e c<719red by 

same material, for instance if the transmutat ion layer 1e 
.()1-.~~r-v ~~ 

immersed in~ ater~or covered by l~ad the critical value L ia 

reduced. 'lth1 is due to the bac-k scattering by water or le d 

and also to the fact that the neutrons are slowed down in the 

water and their mean tre path 1e thereby reduced. 

It is important to prevent neutrons from escaping out ot 

the interior of the inner surface or the epherioal layer and 

also from being absorbed in the interior . It the initial 
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radiation is generated by apparatus placed 1n the interior or 
the sphere the material used should be so selected as to lead 

to a minimum ot absorption. 

It the thickness of the layer is larger than the 

critical thickness L the number of neutrons would go on 

increasing indetinitely and such an incre se is only stopped 

when the heat which is liberated in the process causes the 

spherical layer to explode. 

The differential equation which I have given above and 

from which we have derived the value for the critical thiokneee 

L does not give th~ correct description of the density ot the 

neutrons in a chain r arot ion, nor does it give the correct 

value for L. In order to get the correct equation we have 

obviously to distinguish between the mean free pa th a, of the 

neutron tor a collision and its factor t, which says how many 

collisions ot a neutron &re needed in the average in order t o 

produce a multiple neutron on the one hand, and on the other 

hand between the mean free path a2 of the multiple neutron and 

its factors r2 and t 3 ot its multiplying action which says 

how many collisions on the average of the multiple neutron are 

needed in order to produce one or t~o new neutrons respectively 

etc . The only purpose of putting down the above simplified 

equations was to demonstrate the general type or behaviour of 
~ 

chain reactions with multiplying action and to &OW the 

existence of a cr1t1cal thickness L. The eimplified equation 

is an approximation of the corredt eq.uation if many oolliaione 

of the neutron are needed to generate a multiple neutr on but 

few collisions of the multiple neutron are needed to generate 

two neutrons 

I shall now--di-nt::nnro-the oompoait~iiatter in ----which the chain - te maintained . It is eosential 
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I shall no discuss t compo 1t1on of t.be tt_. in 

It 18 

ss ntial. 1at two 1 otopes of the noutl.-'On ou.ld take 

part in t reaction 1n o to obtain · 1n. 

~~ 
(i tr4n 1 otopos ~ ch v no ebarge and 

the s.s of hieh is roughly equal to tbo ss or the 

p · ton 011 tiple er or.. I er n to bel1ovo 



non-positive particles are particles which have a as roughly 

equal to the mass of the proton or a multiple hereof and 

which carry no positive charge. The ne on t s such a 

particle, ita maaa being roughly eq to the mass of the 

proton, and its charge being o. I have reason to believe that 

heavier isotopes of the neut n exist, the mass of which is a 

e of which is o. ) 

A mixture of two elements u)~" and "P" oan be eo chosen 

that element "F" (the converter element) when it reacts with 

a simple neutron should transmute into an elenent the masn 

number or which is lo·rer and gener~lte a multiple neutron, 

on the other hand element "F:" (the reducer element) should when 

1t reacts with a multiple neutron transmut into an element the 

mass number of which is increased and generate a simple neutr on . 

In order to have a chain reaction in which the number of 

neutr ons increases it ia necessary that apart tram the converter 

and the reducer element there should be present a multiplicator 

element that is to say one from which neutrons are liberated 

by neutrons in a procesn in which the interacting neutron is 

not captured or alternatively a multiplicator element which 
l.iiM; 

generates ~neutrons from a multiple neutron . 

I wish to give the following indication of which ele ents 

may be used as conv6rter nplt: The f'act that an element ejects 

a multiple neutron, tor instance a tetra neutron (a neutron ot 

mass number 4), when bombarded by simple neutrons, can be 
...,M.~~~ 

revealed~b7 the taot that it becomes radio-active through 

neutron bombardment, and that the generated radio-active 

element is an isotope of the bombarded element itself. For 

instance, if indium is bombarded by fast neutrons (ot lees than 

8 ~ t ) • E. v. energy, but more than l OO, ryJo E. V. energy a radio-

active isotope or indium is generated, which decays with a 4 ih. 
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period. This indicate~ that one stable indium isotope 

captures a neutron, und a multiple neutron is ejected, 

leading to a radio-active indium isotope o~ mass number'll2 . 
a.~.~~~~{~~~~t~4d.~~ 

1, Proba~he stBble inditH! isotope 115 captures the neutron 

and ejects a tetra neutron. 

which very alo neutrons generate three 

isotopes, two ot these can be acooun'ted 

capture of the neutron, 

e bromine 

probably arises trom 

the stable number 81 which oap'tures a 

a tetra-neutron leading to a r dio -

Only very few 

elements will eject a tetra neutron when bombarded by very slow 

neutrons . The number of elements which can eject a tetra 

neutron increases with the kinetic energy of the bombarding 

r imple neutron. Not all the elements reveal this fact by an 

appreciable radio-activity, therefore a more general method 

can b employed to investigate eRch element sep~rately. 

Tbia more general method is based on the detection of the 

ejected tetra neutron . The ejected tetra n utron can be 

detected through the transmutation l!hich it causes in various 

elements which are exposed to it . Such transmutations reveal 

their presence in two different ways, either through radio

activity induced in the element which is exposed to the tetr a 

ne tron, or through the ejection of charged particles (proton 

or alpha-particle etc . ) , from the element hich ie exposed to 

the tetra neutron. The ejection of such charged particles 

can be observed by means of an ionization chamber, a Wilson 

cloud chamber or a photographic plate which contains the 

element, which transmutes when exposed to the tetra neutron . 

I fUrther wish to give some indication as to which 

elements may be uoed ae reducer element "E", from which a 

multiple neutron liberates a simple neutron, and as multi-
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plicator element, trom which a multiple neutron liberates two 

simple neutrons. 

A lower limit tor the mass or the tetra neutrons can be 

d duced from considering two radio-active ~lemen ts, or whiah 

the lighter one ar1e~s 'rom the heavier one, through two beta 

trannformationa and one alpha transformation. ·If the mans 

of the tetra neutron lfere amaller than the naFHl differences 

of these two radio-active elements, the heavier eleroentn 

would spontaneously have to eject the tetra neutron, and would 

thus opontaneously transmute into the lighter element. 

By applying this consideration to the known radio-active 

elements, we obtain ae a lower limit for the mass of the tetra 

neutron about 4. 014. While the slow neutron will eject a 

tetra neutron rrom only few elements, a tetra neutron having 

such a high masfl will eject a neutron from most of the el monte 

and will eject two neutrons from a number of elements. In 

order to determine from which lements it ejects two neutrons 

(mult1pl1oator elements) we have tomke each element in its 

turn, bombard it with tetra neutrons and either observe the 

number of simple neutrons which emerge, or observe the radio-

activity induced in the bombarded element, and thereby 

identifY the nature or thiA trans~~tion. A& ~mples~ 1f
~ multiplicator el ment~o~ this tjpe m1ght be beryllium, and 

~~ 
~elements hea:urier t.han bePyllimn. Heavy multiplioator 

elementa are as a rule preferable since they will e 1t no, or 

~ew, pee1t1vely olmrgea partie 

interruptions of the chain. 

The lue of' the critical thio~ "I}• previously 

referred to, can be eo~ spherically symmetrical 

body as fOllows:~ mean free path for an elastic 

colliaion~~ neutron is in many elements of the order or 

5 oms~ hundred~aetio eot11s1on may leatt-to the ' 

9. 



few, positively charged particles, and we can t hereby 

avoid i nterruptions of t he chain. 

Other exampl es of elements from which neutrons can 

liberate multipl e neutrons are uranium and bromi ne. 

The value of the critical thickn ess "L" previously 

referred to, canb e estimated for a spherically symmetrical 

body as follows: The mean free path for an elastic 

collision of the neutron is in many elements of the order 

of 5 ems. Every hundredth elastic collision may lead to 

the ejection of a tetra neutron, and every collision of 

the tetra neutron (mean free path of the order of 5 ems) 

may lead to t he ejection of two simple neutrons. In these 

circtunstances nL 11 will be of the order of magnitude of 

50 em. 

By maintaining chain reaction in combination with 

means f or leading away and utilizing the heat set free in 

the transmutation process energy can b e produced and 

utilized for power produ ction. 
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ejectio -or a tetra neutron, and eve.ry ool117r the tetra 

neutron ( ean tree path o~ the order o~me) may lead to the 

ejection of two si ple neutro~~//rn- these circumstances "L" 
will be of the order of ~itude of 50 om. 

By maintaining~hain reaction in oo bination .wit.h means 
away ~-. 

for leading~d utilizing the heat eet free in the trans uta-

tion ppo~s en~rgy oan be produced and utilized for power 

~tion. 
Having now-pea~r~t~ieetiU~lfle~r~l~y~~rer~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

nature of my said same is 

what I olaim is :-

mass of whioh ia roughly 

ultiple thereof, which g~ neutron 

generate radio-act~ments or energy or 

characterised y~he maintenance o~ a chain 

isotopes 

both, 

reaction in 

a body: neutron isotopes of different sa number 

• 

2. A method according to Claim 1 characterised by a chain 

reaction in which a neutron of mass number 1 and a 

heavier neutron isotope take part . 

3. A ethod according to Claim l or 2 . characterised by the 

generation of an initial radiation which can consist o~ 

neutrons of maos number 1, and the exposure to this 

initial radiation ot a body eo composed that a chain 

reaction is caused by the initial radiation. 

4. A ethod according to Olai a l , 2 or 3 characterised by 

the said body containing a oonv rter element and a 

reducer element . 

5. A ethod according to Olai s 1, 2 or 3 characterised b~ 

the said body containing a converter ele ent and a 

multiplicator element . 

10. 
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6. A method according to Claims 1 2 or 3 characterised by 

the said body containing a converter, a reducer and a 

multiplicator elc ent. 

7. A ethod according to Claims 1 2 or 3 characterised by 

the said body containing beryllium. 

8 . A method aoooz•ding to Olaim l 2 or 3 characterised b7 

the exposure or an element to the radiations generated 

in the said body which element trans ute into a. radio

active element under the inrluence of the radiations 

generated by the chain reaction. 

9 . A ethod according to Claims 1 2 ox• 3 characterised b7 

the use of a hydrogen containing substance, tor ~a'fieMe 
htv ..Lt-- - -

water , for scattering the neutrons,, tor~~e using 
~ . ~~~~Ac~, ~~;t;l!.... 

water~Pounding the whole body ia whi ch the 
AM~~~ 

tpaaemutation takes place by water . 

10 . Improvements in or resting to the trans utation of' 

chemical elements by means of a chain reaction as 

hereinbefore described and illustrated in the accompanying 

drawings . 

11. An apparatus for carrying out the methods claimed in 
~ 

any of th Olai s 1 to 91as hereinbefore described in the 

' specif'ication anu shown in the accompanying lrawings , -or----

any other apparatus which ts---substant1ally equal thereto . 

Dated the 9th day ot April 1935. 

CLAREMONT HAYNES & CO. 

Vernon House , Sicilian venue , 
Bloomsbury Square , w.o. 

Applicants Solicitors. 
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ms.y be 
binding energy in metas table elements D/negat lve so that for 

*- metastable elements the voltage or the electric discharge 

which is best used can be very much hi gher than t he bi nding 

~ 
energy a= it wi ll be determined by other considerations 

t~~ those referring to t he energy balance . Instead 
. 

of exposing the substance which e wi sh tot r anamute t o 

the direct act i on of t he electron we shall in some cas ea 

expose it to t he action of the penetrating radiat i on whi ch 

is generated i f electrons travel through t tter especially~ 

heavy elements like B1, Pb, Hg, Th, U etc . 

Figure l shows an arrangement suitable for the 

production of fast electr ons . l is t he primary of a 

transformer , the secondary 2 of whi ch is connected to the 

points 3 and 4 . 3 is con eotod t o the eathode a of 

the rect1fyer tube 5 and to t he anode 7 of t l1e rectifyer 

tube e. Point 4 is connected to the cathode 9 of t!~ 

rectifyer tube 10 and to the anode 11 of t he rect1tyer tube 12. 

The cathodes 13 and 14 are connected to each other and to the 

earth. The anodes 15 and 16 are connected to point 17, and 

t his point is o acted to the pole 18 of the ~ulae 

generator 20, the pole 19 of ~h ch is connected to earth. 

The impulse generato~ 20 ls built of' condensors 21 , 

resistances 22 and spark gaps 23. 

This impulse generator is adapted to produce 

intermittant voltage up to 10 million volts , transmitted 

to the d i scharge t ube 24 through the spark gap 25. 2 18 

t he cathode of' t he discharge t ube , t he anode 27 of which ia 

connected to the earth. The fast electrons emerge through 

the metal window 27 (which · s the anode as well) and are 

hitting a body 28 . 
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If e have a chain reaction ith a multiplioating 

act on i . e. if the number of efficient )articles inc aasea 

along the chain wo can reach very high efficiency for the 

production of h t or radio-active bodies . ,t If e have a 

closed spherical layer of terial in which the chain react i on 

takes place t he inner radiu (r1 ) of ~ hich is large as compared 
(a I 

with tho mean free path/of t he efficient partic~es wb1eh 
- - - ---

maintain the chain, the density (s) of the efficient particle 

will \71th good approxima.t ion be given as a func t ion of the 

radius (r) by the following equation: 

D d( r s) I dr + (rs) : o 

D and A ar det rmined bya the mean free path of the 
I 

efficient p rticlea ; the mean elooity of the efficient 

particles WJ t ho factor of the mult1pl1oating act ion f 

Jhich says how many collisions of an effic ient particle 
- -

are needed in t he avoraee i n order to produce one new ~ l7 
J!]i ~ 

efficient particle. A • w I af J D = aw I 3 ,· r;-: ff . 
~ I 

e are 1nteros •- ed in the ori tical thioknes 
' (. 

of the spherical layer for which the gradent of the d nsity s 

vanishes . If t he t hioknes ( r t - r 1 ) ap r oaches f 
we can maintain ith a very weak sour·oe of initial radiation 

in the interior of the inner surface of the ph•rical layer 

a v ry strong chain reaction nd e can easily get on 

thou and or more times more efficient particles merging from 
~ 

the chain re ct · on l ayer than the numb$r of tho efficient 

particles gKWRY•5 .. wxttw forming tbe initial radi ation. 
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If the out or surface ( r : r1 ) of tL.e spherical layer 

e~e to stnnd froo in spnca tho density s would be zero 

for th t surface and the crlticnl value ~ would be g iven 

by ' " • 11 I 2 .yil I A~ If the o tor surface is covered 

by some ua.ter u.J. for instanc e if the tre.nsmut t ,.on layer 

isiamersed into the eu~th. or into a tor or covered by some 
~ b.~~ f.uui_ 

cheap Ina.torial'PtheCri tical valuo ( is smaller . Accordingly 

one can ocono se f nn ex}onsive material is used to maintain 

the chain reaction in th · layer by covori tLat layer and 

rod'Jcin.L its t J • :cl:noss . 

It is im ortant to prevent efficient particles 

fron esca.pin[; out of the interior of tho inner surface 

o the spherical layer d also from beinc nbsorbed in the 

interior . If' tho initial radiation is r;enerated by 

o.p ,-,aratus pl£ ccd into the interior of tho s phere tho m t erial 

used should bo so selected as t o lead th a mininru.m of 

absor ption. 

Ii' t !1e thickness is larger t l_nn the critical 

value fo vre can . produce o.n ox )los ion. This i s especially 

oe.sy if we have a chain t h links of 1Lich ar e formed by 

nec ative nuclei alone as for such chains t he critical value 

of £ocru1 b very small accordinc to the very small value 

of the mean free path (of the range of ner.ative nuclei 

like n get.:.ve protons or diplons) . 

The differential equation wl1ich ue hnvo given 

for ceases to b e a cood ap roximation 1f f is small 

fo1 ... ins ·a.nce 1. one or t vo but t..; ives a f'..irly good np roximation 

if f is lar&e for instance one or two hundreds . 

sheet 302 

Berylliun 
304 

layer/-

F'iQlre 5 shows an explosive ..,o • 
.<f.• 

t1hich emltts al )~'"'ifarticles . A metal 
~ ' _> Lrticles frotl re~· chinw the 

is surro1ndcd b a spherical 

nd 

nn clement 11A11 t ·mt 
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instance negative protons) adapted to s tart the 

eaction~ hen bombarded by neutrons . 
of the layer 304 (3o&J 

urfac / can be coated); 1el ele ent "Au . 
~.;. i-, 

metal she 1a removed t he al particles r~~h the 

Beryllium~ genera 

negative nuclei 

layer i o4 be ing 

an explosion of th bomb; 

depending on the thickne 

.. 
hich in their .urn genera t e 

1th "A" . The 

t iclme a e get 
•I' . · trength of the explosion 

As 

e.lte:r:•native te orate1 by replacing the Beryllium 303 

with ·an element that will yield 

y 

he negative nuclei direct tlwough a~ bombardment , 

vacuum sho,_U.d be maintained in the interior . 

bomb. 

Th generation of negative nuclei . _______ ._ .. _ .. _ .. __ ........ ...._.._,_.. ..... ____ .._ ____ __ 

Negative nuclei can be generated by bo 
fast 

th/positive ions , for inatanc po it;. 1ona 

accelerated electric fie lds in a discharg tub described 
' 

by Cockroft and 'alton shown in Figure 6 . 1 ·~e can generate 

negative protons f~ instance b element the 

atomic numb r of th mass number of wh ich 
/ is m-t by ions of another elemen , the atomic nurJ.ber of 

' / 
~hich is z2 and the as n e of hich i s m2by choosing 

these laments should be th atomic 
,, 

number of an exi ting e ment, mass number of w i ch i s 

(mt • JJt - 1) • 

element the 

of which i 

particles 

nu.ole1 of 

ple is Li(7) 1 0(18) leading to an 

Dy bombarding 

1e and the nasa number 

l em nt "G" w1 th posi tive 

element "G 

e can produce radi 

if \: e chooso the ale nt "G" so that it sho ·l transmute / 
" into r adio- active body hen bombarded by n gntiv 

of Ve can al o produce radio- active dies 

bt bombardinr; a mixture of an element "G" and -an element "H" 
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ir.. tnnce necat' ve pro 118 .. ,trom 11 G;, ' a a: ' choose elonent 11 1" '). ~ " .... 
so that it should a rartsnute i1to n r I: t? •»d Properties vthen b ombarded by 

.. 
r 

( 
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